YOLO FOMO JOMO
Show Notes for The Fun Road Podcast:
Well, what are these?
We ALL have heard about YOLO. The notion that You
Only Live Once. What does this mean to you? Do you live life to the fullest? Take
risks? Maybe you have a bucket list? The idea of living your best life might look
different and should look different to you than to anyone else-you are unique
after all.
Does YOLO have limits? Our society seems to be busy watching everyone else’s
version of YOLO while they are doing nothing with their own life. Do you find
yourself in that trap?
Introducing…FOMO. The Fear Of Missing Out. You are scrolling through social
media and you start to worry about what you’re missing out on, rather than
engaging with the people present in your life. This can mess up our primal
instinct of connection. Happiness comes from deep rooted relationships.
The new age acronym is JOMO-the Joy Of Missing Out. Taking time away from
activities and saying no. But does this really bring joy? You can get into a habit
of disconnecting to a fault, and you can lose that connection with people.
It’s all about balance. Here’s some tips to bring in the YOLO, but keep the
FOMO and JOMO in check:
-PLAN
-STAY ACCOUNTABLE
-BE PRESENT IN YOUR LIFE
-BE A YES PERSON; test your limit of where YOUR true joy comes from, then fill
your life with those things.
-WRITE DOWN 5 things you want to have on your “bucket list” (Yes, that is
including The Fun Road training).
Assess where you are, always feel you are showing up in the world the best way
you know how. The road isn’t always easy, but let’s make it a fun road!
Get more information on www.thefunroad.com

